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Question: Answer: 

USA – Immigration 

What was the 
Open Door policy? 

USA is a multicultural and multiracial society 
This is a result of a successive wave of immigrants who mainly came from Europe 

Over 40 million immigrants by 1919 
A melting pot of different races, cultures, religions and languages 

Encouraged by the US government who wanted to populate the continent 
Entry into the country was made as easy as possible 

Why did people 
emigrate to 
America? 

Pull factors: Plenty of farmland and growing cities/Lots of natural resources/Higher wages/Freedom of religion, speech 
and press/Economic opportunity 

Push factors: European cities were overcrowded/Many Europeans unemployed/Persecution in Europe for religious and 
political reasons/lack of opportunity due to class system in Europe 

What happened at 
Ellis Island? 

Most immigrants arrived by sea 
More than 70% landed at Ellis Island near New York 

During the peak periods as many as 5000 people a day would pass through immigration control 
The processing involved medical and legal examinations and took between three and five hours 

For the unlucky ones there was a return trip home 

Why did the US 
government pass 

acts to limit 
immigration? 

New immigrants came from southern and eastern Europe 

• Fear of Communism following Russian revolution 

• Many were poor and illiterate (unskilled) 

• Blamed for prostitution and drunkenness 

• People thought they were taking all the jobs 

• WWI meant German immigrants were hated 

• Many were Catholic or Jewish – not WASPs 

What did the acts 
day? 

The Literacy Test – 1917  
Immigrants had to pass a series of tests to prove that they could read and write. Many poorer immigrants (Eastern 

Europe) had no education and so could not pass this test 
The Emergency Quota Act – 1921 

Set a limit of 357,000 a year on Immigrants 
The National Origins Act – 1924 

Number of immigrants reduced to 150,000 a year 
Only 2% of the population of any foreign group could arrive (based on population in 1890) 

Deliberately designed to penalise immigrants from southern and eastern Europe 
Banned Asian immigration 

 

USA – Red Scare 

What was the Red 
Scare? 

Many Americans were alarmed by the events of the Revolution in Russia in 1917 which led to the establishment of a 
communist government 

The growth of the Communist party in the USA together with the flood of immigrants from eastern Europe convinced 
many Americans that a Communist led Revolution in Russia was possible 

Most Americans believed their government should not interfere in the lives of ordinary people. They thought people 
should be free to be individual. They did not want the Government to take control of land, property or industry. Any 

threat to Capitalism had to be stopped! 
Americans became Xenophobic (scared of Foreigners) and they began to view all new political ideas such as 
RADICALISM and ANARCHISM as forms of Communism. Anarchists actually believe that there should be no 

government. 

What were the 
causes of the Red 

Scare? 

Strikes - 3600 strikes in 1919. People thought they were the start of a Communist Revolution. General Strike in Seattle 
increased anti-foreign attitude. 

Bombs – 1919 - Series of bombings by Anarchist Groups. Home of Mitchell Palmer – Attorney General (Head of US 
Department of Justice) bombed. April – Bomb in a church killed 10. May – letter bombs 

What were the 
Palmer Raids? 

Press whipped up public hatred of immigrants 
Palmer (the Attorney General) organised a series of raids against left-wing groups in which over 6000 suspects were 

arrested. 
Most of these were immigrants, Catholics, Jews, Black 

They were held in prison without charge and many were deported 
They were a reaction to a imaginary threat as most had arrived to make a fortune and not destroy the country 

Eventually they were released and the Red Scare subsided 

What happened in 
the Sacco and 
Vanzetti case? 

Two Italian labourers were arrested and charged with the murder of Fred Parmenter and a security guard of a shoe 
factory 

Before Parmenter died he described his attackers as slim foreigners with olive skins 
The trial lasted 45 days and gained massive publicity 

875 witnesses were called to the court 
There were demonstrations all over the USA in support of the condemned men 

The judge delivered a guilty verdict 
All attempts at appeal failed 

The two men were executed by electric chair in 1927 

Why was the trial 
so important? 

The trial was broadcast all over the world and showed the intolerance of American society 
The Italian immigrants were victims of racial discrimination and denied rights to which they were entitled. 

The unfairness of the legal system was shown as they were convicted on flimsy evidence 
They were granted a pardon in 1970 

  

Crime and Corruption 

What was 
prohibition? 

Prohibition was the period of time between January 1920 and December 1935 when it was illegal to make, sell or 
transport alcoholic drinks in the USA 

Why did America 
introduce 

prohibition? 

During the 1800’s, TEMPERANCE, or not drinking alcohol, was common in rural areas, especially amongst Christians. 
Some movements were so strong that they persuaded local governments to ban the sale of alcohol. 

This campaign gathered pace until it became a national campaign to ban alcohol. 
By 1916, 21 States had banned saloons. 

In 1917, the movement had enough support to pass the 18th Amendment or VOLSTEAD ACT.  
In July 1919, it became illegal to make, sell or transport alcohol. 
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The US Government hired between 1500 and 2500 agents for the whole of the USA to try to enforce prohibition. 

Why did 
prohibition fail? 

Speakeasies - These were an illegal saloon, often in a cellar behind locked doors with peepholes. There were soon 
more speakeasies than there had been saloons! 

Bootleggers - Bootleggers brought illegal supplies of alcohol into the cities. Bootleggers often became very rich. Much 
of the Kennedy family fortune came from bootlegging illegal alcohol. 

Gangsters - Gangsters such as Al Capone, made a fortune from supplying speakeasies with illegal alcohol. This often 
led to violence between rival gangs as they fought to gain control of particular districts. Between 1926-1927 there were 

130 gangland murders in Chicago and no-one was convicted. 
Corruption - The government agents were badly paid and many were willing to accept bribes. Prohibition led to 

corruption in America – including the police, judges, and Government officials. Gangsters bribed them all to ignore their 
illegal activities. 

St Valentines Day Massacre - The St. Valentines Day Massacre in 1929 was a turning point. It was the climax of the 
gangster wars. Bugs Moran killed one of Capone’s friends. In retaliation seven members of Moran’s gang were killed by 

Capone’s men disguised as police officers. People were finally shown the level of violence and corruption that 
Prohibition had caused. The public turned against prohibition. 

Great Depression - The onset of the Great Depression meant that legalising alcohol would create more jobs and 
money. The government could get taxes from the alcohol. 

What was the era 
of the gangster? 

Capone was the son of Italian immigrants; he left school at an early age and became involved in small-time criminal 
activities. 

He was given the nickname ‘Scarface’ following a fight when he was a bouncer at a New York club 
He was linked to the crook Johnny Torrio and this led him to Chicago. He rose through the ranks to take over Torrio’s 

operations 
He cemented his position as one of the leading gangsters in Chicago by bribing local officials. Before long he had half 

of the city’s employees on his payroll 
He controlled the mayor ‘Big Bill’ Thompson, controlled senior police officials and fixed local elections 

He controlled speakeasies, bookmakers’ joints, gambling houses, brothels, horse and race tracks, nightclubs, distilleries 
and breweries 

He drove around in a bullet proof Cadillac which contained his bodyguards and was armed with machine guns 
In order to make sure that he controlled Chicago, he had more than 200 of his rivals killed between 1925 and 1929. 

There were no convictions for any of these murders 
He was seen by many as a glamorous person, he moved in the highest social circles and ‘put Chicago on the map’ 
He was involved in the infamous St Valentines Day massacre where seven of Bugs Moran’s gang were machine 

gunned in a garage by Capone’s men who entered the building dressed as police officers. Capone was in Florida with 
the perfect alibi. This made people think that gangsters were not that glamorous 

He was prosecuted in 1931 for tax invasion. He owed $200,000 in taxes from gambling profits 

Who were the 
‘Ohio Gang’? 

In 1919 President Harding promised a return to ‘normalcy’ after the distress of WWI 
He surrounded himself in his cabinet with friends and colleagues from Ohio 
Some of these friends used their position to line their pockets with money 

The Head of the Veterans’ Bureau was fined and sent to jail for selling off veterans’ hospital supplies for personal profit 
Another resigned and two committed suicide rather than face trial 

What was the 
Teapot Dome 

scandal? 

Albert Fall leased government oil fields to wealthy friends in exchange for hundreds of thousands of dollars in bribes 
They were supposed to be kept for the navy in times of a national emergency 

Harry Sinclair (Head of Mammoth Oil Company) obtained leases to drill for oil at Teapot Dome, Wyoming 
Albert Fall received about $400,000 in cash and gifts 

In total Fall had given out oil reserves estimated to be worth $100 million 
In April 1922 some details were published in newspapers and when asked about the secrecy Fall said that it was a 

matter of national security 
Many leading oil companies complained because they had not been able to bid openly for the leases. The Senate 

demanded an investigation and Harding became so distressed that he became ill and contracted pneumonia. He died 
in August 1923 

Thomas Walsh led the Senate’s investigation. He was criticised for his sensationalism and was harassed by the FBI 
who tapped his phones and made anonymous threats on his life 

In 1927 the Supreme Court finally ruled that oil leases had been corruptly obtained. Albert Fall was found guilty, he was 
fined $100,000 and sentenced to one year in prison 

 

The Weimar Republic 

What was the 
impact of the 

Treaty of 
Versailles on 
Germany? 

Terms: Germany were humiliated by the war-guilt clause. Their army was reduced to 100,000 men and they were 
banned from having any submarines or aircraft. They had to pay £6.6 million in reparations. They lost Alsace-Lorraine 
to France and the Saar to the League of Nations. Germany was split into two so that Poland could have access to the 

sea. 
 

Political impact: The government had no choice to sign the treaty. The right wing said that the treaty should not have 
been signed and referred to the politicians as ‘November criminals’ and unpatriotic. They said that the army had 

stabbed the army in the back. This increased support for the right wing who were anti-Weimar 
 

Economic impact: Industrial output reduced as industrial areas were lost. War debts meant they could not afford their 
reparations. In 1922 they failed to make a reparations payment and in 1923 France invaded the Ruhr. The government 

responded with passive resistance. They printed more money to pay the striking workers. This led to hyperinflation. 
Hyperinflation caused wages to lose value and savings to be worthless. Pensioners on fixed incomes suffered badly. 

What was the 
opposition to the 

Weimar Republic? 

The Spartacists (led by Liebknecht and Luxemburg) started an uprising in Berlin in January 1919 to bring about 
communism. Volunteers were recruited to the army(Freikorps) and they brutally put down the revolt. 

 
In 1920 rebel members of the Freikorps (under Kapp) disobeyed the government’s orders to disband and seized power 

in berlin for four days. The army were reluctant to deal with this and it took a general strike to stop this Kapp Putsch 
 

In 1923 the Nazi Party attempted to seize power in the Munich-Putsch. Supported by Ludendorff, Hitler and the SA 
walked into a meeting of the Bavarian government, fired a pistol into air and bullied the leaders into joining a ‘national 

revolution’. The revolution quickly lost support and a march headed by Hitler and Ludendorff was fired upon by the 
police. They were put on trial for treason and Hitler used this as a propaganda platform. Hitler was only given 5 years in 

prison and he was released after 9 months – he wrote Mein Kampf. 

What reform did Economic recovery – Stresemann called off passive resistance, ended hyperinflation by replacing the currency with the 
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Stresemann bring 

about? 
Rentenmark (backed up with land instead of gold), cut government spending, increased taxes and reduced salaries. 

This economic stability caused political stability in which coalition governments lasted longer. 
 

Improved foreign relations – Treaty of Rapallo (1922) restored relations with the Soviet Union. Dawes Plan (1924) 
agreed loans from the USA which meant the French left the Ruhr. Lacarno agreement (1925) between France, 

Germany and Belgium that they would never go to war over Germany’s western borders. Accepted as a member of the 
League of Nations in 1926. Kellogg Briand pact (1928) renounced war as a method of settling disputes. Young Plan 

(1929) reduced reparations by 2/3 and gave Germany 59 years to pay them 

 
 

How did the Nazis take control? 

Why did people 
vote for the Nazis? 

The Great Depression – This caused German people to vote for extremist parties - In October 1929 the Wall Street 
Stock Exchange in America crashed. Germany suffered heavily because their economy was reliant on their loans and 

these loans dried up. Germany’s exports also declined and this resulted in serious unemployment. Unemployment rose 
from 900,000 in 1929 to over 3.5 million in 1930, 5 million in 1931 and nearly 6 million in 1932. This caused widespread 

poverty. The failure of German banks in 1931 made the situation worse. This caused the middle class to lose their 
savings again. Prices of farm products tumbled and this meant they could not pay back their mortgages. These people 
lost their houses and became homeless. In 1930 the Communist party won 77 seats and the Nazis 107. In July 1932 

the Communists won 89 seats and the Nazis 230. This meant that the Nazis were the single largest party in the 
Reichstag. 

 

Failures of the Weimar Republic – This forced people to vote for something new as they did not have the stability to 
deal with Germany’s problems - The depression brought an end to democracy as Bruning’s government relied on 

presidential decrees in 1931 and 1932 to govern. Bruning was head of the Centre Party and leader of a coalition with 
the Social Democratic Party. The government could not agree on economic measures. Bruning wanted to cut 

government spending on unemployment and welfare benefits and the Social Democrats would not agree and withdrew 
from the government.  

President Hindenburg decided that in this crisis situation, under Article 48, that the Bruning government could rule by 
emergency decree.  

 
Hitler’s political ability and propaganda - Hitler had the ability to speak with passion and connect with the fears and 
beliefs of many Germans. In particular he could play on the fear of unemployment, outrage at the humiliation of the 

Treaty of Versailles, and the terror of communism and economic disaster. Hitler had an ability to hold an audience and 
exploit the difficulties of the Weimar governments. 

The Nazi party made huge gains with those Germans who resented the Treaty of Versailles, had suffered in 
hyperinflation and who now suffered in the Depression. 

 
Violence - The SA’s violent campaigning was on a truly massive scale and did much to intimidate Hitler’s opponents. 

How did Hitler 
become 

Chancellor? 

The election results of 1932 did not give the Nazis an outright majority and thus von Papen continued as Chancellor. In 
August 1932 Hitler opened negotiations with von Papen about the conditions under which the Nazis would join any 
government and Hitler insisted that he would not accept any post other than Chancellor. The negotiations failed, the 

Reichstag was dissolved and new elections took place in November 
 

The new elections saw a fall in Nazi support by 4% but they were still the largest party. There was political stalemate 
because Hindenburg refused to appoint Hitler as Chancellor without him achieving a majority in the Reichstag (he was 
appalled by the violence and SA intimidation). In attempting a way out Hindenburg sacked von Papen and appointed 

Schleicher as Chancellor, this government lacked credibility as it did not have Nazi support. Schleicher was dismissed 
by Hindenburg. 

 
From January 1933 von Papen and Hitler held talks. Von Papen conceded the role of Chancellor to Hitler as long 
as the cabinet was a coalition of the right. Hindenburg agreed. Hindenburg appointed Hitler Chancellor on the 30 
January 1933 as he would be locked into a conservative dominated cabinet, with von Papen as Vice-Chancellor. 

How did Hitler 
consolidate his 

power and 
become a 
dictator? 

Reichstag Fire – This allowed Hitler to remove the Communists - On the 27th February 1933 – Reichstag building in 
Berlin caught fire and was severely damaged 

Nazis claimed that Marinus van der Lubbe, a Dutch communist, was responsible. Hitler seized the chance to persuade 
Hindenburg to issue an emergency decree which suspended basic rights as freedom of speech, prevented the 

communist party from campaigning, closing the Social Democratic Party’s newspapers and gave the police (now 
controlled by the Nazis) the right to arrest anyone without a fixed trial. 

He used the emergency decrees to ban the elected Communist Party from taking their seats (81 seats). This still did not 
give the Nazis a majority in the Reichstag. 

 
Enabling Act – This meant Hitler could rule by decree - Hitler used his majority to pass a new law – the Enabling Act – 
which gave him powers to make new laws – without the Reichstag – for four years. The SA and SS were on hand to 
ensure that members voted for the bill. It passed by 441 votes to 94. The Centre Party voted for it as Hitler promised 

them that the catholic Church could continue. 
 

Night of the Long Knives – This removed the threat of the SA -  
Rohm wanted to nationalise Germany’s industries. Hitler did not want this and he was worried about the power of Rohm 

and the SA. Rohm also wanted to merge the German army with the SA. The German generals were very concerned 
about this. Hitler needed the support of the army more than the SA. Himmler (leader of the SS) was also jealous of 

Rohm’s influence and persuaded Hitler that the SA needed to be destroyed. Night of 30th June 1934 – The SS 
murdered SA leaders – including Rohm. The SS now replaced the SA 

How did the police 
state operate? 

The SS numbered 52,000 by 1935 and were totally committed to the cause of removing all political opposition. Himmler 
was in charge of the SS. 

 
The Gestapo were the secret police who could arrest people merely on ‘suspicion’ and confessions were extracted by 

torture. 
 

The secret police had informers which spread into every town, factory, school and house. 
 

Block wardens made sure that people listened to speeches and raised the Nazi flag. 
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Torture chambers and concentration camps were established in 1933 to deal with political opponents. The Waffen SS 
patrolled the concentration camps. 

 
Heydrich was in charge of the SD, the internal secret police who monitored dissent within the party. 

 
 

How were the lives of German people affected by Nazi rule? 

How did the Nazis 
control the 
economy? 

Hjalmar Schacht was tasked with reducing unemployment, expanding the army and making Germany self sufficient 
(Autarky) from 1934. 

 
Unemployment was reduced to 1.6 million in 1936 and to 0.2 million by 1938. Generous marriage bonusses were given 
to keep women at home so as to free up jobs for men. National Labour Service provided jobs on public works for men 

between 18 and 25 on low pay. 
Public works included building houses, schools, hospitals and motorways (Autobahnen). Hundreds of thousands were 
conscripted into the armed services and to produce weapons in factories. The figures were manipulated so that Jews 

were not counted. 
 

Hitler that progress to Autarky was too slow and so put Goering in charge of the Four Year Plan to make Germany 
independent of the need for foreign imports and ready for war in four years. This was not successful as in 1939 

Germany was still importing 1/3 of raw materials. 

How did the Nazis 
control the 
workers? 

The trade union movement was replaced by the German Labour Front (DAF) headed by Ley. All workers had to join. 
Wages were kept low, working hours were regulated and workers were disciplined for disobeying orders. 

 
Beauty of Labour tried to improve working conditions such as ventilation, provision of hot meals, cleanliness, lighting 

and safety standards. Idea was to make longer hours more acceptable through improved working conditions. The 
workers who had to do this after work for no additional reward. Threats of dismissal or the concentration camp were 

used for those who did not help 
 

Strength through Joy organised leisure activities for the workforce including cheap holidays, entertainment, subsidised 
theatre and opera trips, cheap sport. Propaganda said that workers in other countries were not as well off. 

What were Nazi 
policies towards 

women? 

In a 1934 speech Hitler said that the women’s world was ‘her husband, her family, her children and her home’. 
 

The Nazis restricted the number of women at universities by passing a law against the overcrowding of German 
Universities and schools. This halved the number of female university students by 1936. Law on the Reduction of 

Unemployment (1933) said that newly married couples would receive an interest free loan of up to 1000 marks provided 
the woman gave up her job. This was not successful in reducing female unemployment. The number of women working 

actually increased by 1938 and the outbreak of war in 1939 created a demand for women workers. 
 

The loan would be reduced by a quarter for each child born. Bronze motherhood cross for four children, silver for six 
and gold for eight. Hitler was successful in increasing the birth rate. From 1933 to 1939 numbers of births per 1000 

women rose from 58.9 to 84.8 
 

Make-up, lipstick and smoking were frowned upon 
Hairstyles were meant to be in plaits. This policy to control appearance was not successful. The cosmetics industry 

boomed in the 1930s and Hitler’s mistress smoked when he was absent. 

What were the 
Nazi policies 

towards young 
people? 

The Nazi Minister of Education in 1934 said that ‘The whole purpose of education is to create Nazis’ Nearly all teachers 
were members of the National Socialist Teachers’ League and Jewish teachers were sacked.  

 
Teachers had to be greeted by a Nazi salute at the start of lessons and school textbooks emphasised Nazi beliefs and 
values. In History students learnt that Communism was evil and that the Treaty of Versailles was bad. In Biology they 

learnt that the Aryan race was superior and that the Jews were inferior. Jewish children were singled out for humiliating 
treatment. Time for PE lessons was dramatically increased. Boys studied more Science and History. Girls studied more 
Domestic Science. School noticeboards were filled with Nazi propaganda posters and schools celebrated Nazi festivals 

and Hitler’s birthday. 
 

Napoloas were schools for boys aged 10-18 who were entering the armed forces. Adolf Hitler Schools trained future 
members of the Nazi government. Ordenburg of Order Castles was a finishing school for Nazis in their 20s. 

 
Membership of the Hitler Youth was compulsory in 1936 and there were over 4 million members. The leader was Baldur 
von Schirach. The objective was to indoctrinate the young with Nazi ideals and make them loyal Nazis. The League of 

German Maidens was the youth movement set up for girls. The authority of teachers was called into question by 
members of the Hitler Youth. 

How did the Nazi 
anti-Semitic 

policies develop? 

Exclusion: 
1933: Banned from being doctors, teachers and from working for the government 

1934: Banned from being actors and not allowed to advertise their businesses on the radio 
1935: Banned into going into cinemas, parks and swimming pools 

Loss of rights: 
1934: Cartoons appeared in newspapers and textbooks which stereotyped the Jews and made them look sinister. 

School children were taught that Jewish children were different to them and that white Aryans were superior 
1935: Nuremberg Laws – Citizenship was removed 

1937: Jews had to carry identity cards so that they could be identified easily by the police 
1927: Jews had to add Israel and Sara onto their names 

1937: Jews moved into Ghettos – cramped areas of towns with few facilities – not allowed to leave 
1938: Not allowed any medical treatment or education 

Organised violence: 
1938: Kristallnacht – Night of Broken Glass – Nazis encouraged to smash shop windows and burn down synagogues 

  
 

Why did life change for the German people during WWII? 

How did The start of WWII was not greeted with great enthusiasm as people did not want a repeat of the suffering of WW1. The 
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conditions on the 

Home Front 
change? 

defeat of Poland increased enthusiasm. In 1940 the defeat of Denmark (in the east) and Netherlands, Belgium and 
France (in the west) – using Blitzkrieg – led to even more patriotic feelings. However the failure to defeat Britain (1940) 

and the invasion of the Soviet Union (1941) made a long war likely. 
 

Hitler did not want a repeat of the suffering on the Home Front in WW1 but reluctantly accepted that some form of 
rationing was necessary. Food, soap and textiles were rationed from August 1939. Germans were rationed to 500g of 

meat a week, 125g of butter and one egg, this was  ore of an impact than in Britain. This made the diet boring as it was 
mainly rye bread, potatoes and vegetables – hardly any fresh food and fish. Work shoes were only to be worn at work 

and there were regular checks on homes to confiscate extra shoes.  
 

50% of German workers involved in war production by the summer of 1940 and the number of women working 
increased by a third between 1939 and 1941. Todt was in charge of the production of armaments. War production was 
inefficient and slow. Speer replaced Todt and ruthlessly employed slave labour from prisoners of war and the occupied 

territories. However the 1943 bombing campaign on the Ruhr had a disastrous effect on war production. It had 
improved tremendously. By 1944 war production improved tremendously and by the end of the war 7 million non-

German men and women were working in Germany. However it was too late – Germany could not compete with the 
massive war machines of Britain, the USA and USSR 

 
The Allied bombing campaign increased civilian hardship. In the Spring of 1942 the ‘thousand bomber’ attacks on 
Cologne, Essen and Bremen caused widespread destruction. In 1943 the allies bombed Hamburg which created a 

firestorm that killed 45,000 civilians. 900,000 civilians fled in panic. In 1944 the allies bombed Berlin. Goebbels tried to 
boost morale by encouraging Germans to embrace the idea of ‘Total War’ – devoting everything they had to achieve 

victory. In 1945 German cities were reduced to rubble in ‘round the clock’ carpet bombing. In February 1945 the 
bombing of Dresden killed more than 25,000 in one night. 

What was the 
opposition to the 

Nazis? 

It was limited and unsuccessful. 14,000 Germans sentenced to death in courts for political offences and thousands 
more ended up in concentration camps. 

 
Church - From individuals rather than larger groups. Martin Niemoller spent eight years in concentration camps 

because of his leadership of the Confessional Church as a rival to the German Christians. Dietrich Bonhoeffer was part 
of the Confessional Church and he was executed in 1945 

 
Youth - White Rose organisation at Munich University were very critical of the loss of freedoms. In 1943 they held a 

demonstration against the Nazis. Members of the organisation (including brother and sister Hans and Sophie Scholl) 
were arrested, tortured and executed. 

During the late 1930s more organised resistance came from youth cult groups known as the Edelweiss Pirates. They 
attacked Hitler Youth members, distributed anti-Nazi pamphlets and sheltered deserters from the army. Leaders were 

arrested and publicly hanged in 1944. 
 

Armed forces - When Hitler’s foreign policy almost led to a war over Czechoslovakia in 1938, Franz Halder, the Chief of 
Staff of the German Army, planned to remove Hitler. However the Munich settlement solved the problem. In 1943 

officers placed bombs on Hitler’s aircraft but they failed to detonate. In 1944 a group of officers planned to kill Hitler as 
defeat looked inevitable. Stauffenberg placed a bomb in his headquarters, they planned to start a coup in Berlin after 

his death. The bomb injured Hitler but did not kill him. 200 members of the plot were executed, many were hung slowly 
from meat hooks with piano wire. 

How were the 
Jews treated 
during WWII? 

When Poland was invaded in 1939 the Einsatzgruppen was set up to follow the advancing German armies. This meant 
the murder of Polish Jews. Thousands were executed in a number of weeks. This continued following the invasion of 

the USSR. 
 

Following the invasion of the USSR the Nazis sought a ‘final solution’ to the problem of the Jewish populations of 
Europe. They wanted a quicker and less bloody solution than mass killings by the Einsatzgruppen. In January 1942 
chaired a conference of Nazi leaders in Wannsee where the details of the ‘final solution’ were worked out – mass 

extermination. 
 

Purpose built extermination camps were built in Eastern Europe to kill Jews from all over Europe. The mass murder 
was underway by the Spring of 1942. Most Jews were killed at Auschwitz-Birkenau and Treblinka. 6 million Jews were 

murdered in the Holocaust. 

What was the 
impact of defeat? 

Forced expulsion of Germans from where they had settled in occupied Europe – 11 million Germans were expelled. 
They arrived home as homeless refugees. 

 
Following the bombing, millions lived in temporary and sub-standard housing. Starvation was common and food 

supplies dependent on Allied armies.  There was inflation and the shortage of most products. 
 

The major Nazi war criminals were put on trial at Nuremburg in 1946. Twelve were sentenced to death (including 
Goering) and seven were sentenced to long term imprisonment (including Speer)> 

 
Denazification began in the Allied zones with Nazis removed from positions of power and the population re-educated. 

The Nazi Party was made illegal and all propaganda was removed from schools. The policy was abandoned by 1951 as 
so many Germans had links to the Nazi government and the economy could not be rebuilt without them.  

 
All traces of heavy industry were removed so that a future armaments programme would be impossible. This led to 

large scale unemployment.  

  
 

What was Germany like during the Cold War? 

Why was 
Germany divided? 

The leaders of the USA (Roosevelt), USSR (Stalin) and Britain (Churchill) met in a conference at Yalta in February 
1945. They agreed that Germany would be divided into four zones of occupation - Russia would control the east, Britain 

the north, USA and France the south and west. Those responsible for war crimes would be put on trial. New borders 
would be created for Poland 

 
At Potsdam after Germany surrendered in July 1945. President Roosevelt was replaced by President Truman and 

Winston Churchill was replaced by Clement Atlee. They agreed that the occupation of Germany would end at some 
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point when it was decided that Germany would be able to govern themselves again. The Germans living in Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary would be moved back to Germany. However the transfers of these people were not 

conducted in the humane manner agreed at Potsdam. By October 1946, 9.5 million Germans had been forced to leave 
Eastern Europe and return to Germany. 

 
Quarrels between the USA/Britain and the USSR changed the plans. These arguments resulted from the threat of 

atomic weapons, the USSR’s reluctance to hold free elections in the east European countries and the western fear of 
communism. Britain, France and the USA decided to revive the economy of the German areas they occupied. In 1947 

the American and British zones were united into a single economic unit called Bizonia. They also introduced a new 
currency called the Deutschmark. Stalin regarded them as breaking the promises made at Potsdam. This led to the 

Berlin blockade and the Berlin airlift in 1948-49. Britain, France and the USA responded by making separate 
arrangements for their combined zones separately from the Russian controlled zone. This meant that Germany was 

divided into two parts 

Describe the 
Berlin Blockade 
and Berlin Airlift 

Stalin thought this would result in the western powers leaving Berlin 
Road and rail links between Berlin and the west were cut in June 1948 

The Allies organised an airlift to supply West Berliners with food and fuel 
The airlift lasted 11 months and flights left bases in West Germany every 30 seconds 

The worst moment was in January 1949 when supplies of coal were down to one week and supplies of food were down 
to three weeks 

There were 278,000 flights in total which cost $200 million 
A new airport was built at Tegel 

The people were not tempted into the eastern zone with the promises of food and fuel, only 2% of the population were 
tempted to leave 

Describe the two 
Germanies 

Federal Republic of Germany 

• Bonn – capital 

• Country divided into 11 Lander which would be represented in a Federal Parliament – to avoid any danger 
of dictatorship 

• Bundestag would be directly elected by the people 

• Bundesrat would contain representatives of the eleven Lander 

• Chancellor was elected by the Bundestag – he could choose ministers 

• President would be elected for five years – not allowed to control army and no powers to declare an 
emergency 

• Two main parties were the Christian Democrats and the Social Democrats 
German Democratic Republic 

• One party Communist state led by Ulbricht 

• Leader of the Socialist Unity party (SED) 

• Part was made up of German communists of the KPD who had been imprisoned by the Nazis 

• East Berlin was the new capital 

• Regular elections to the East German parliament – Volkskammer – SED candidates regularly won 99% of 
vote 

• Politburo took all decisions 

• Opponents were arrested and imprisoned 

• Old Nazi concentration camps were used for political prisoners – 120,000 people were put in these camps – 
over a third died 

Describe the 
economic 

recovery in West 
Germany 

Under Adaneur (first Chancellor) West Germany underwent an economic miracle in the 1950s. Highest annual growth 
rate in western Europe. Full employment. High productivity. Very low inflation. 

 
This was brought about by:  

1. Latest technology was used to repair war damage 
2. Investment from Marshall Aid - US Secretary of State, George Marshall, announced that the wealthy USA 

would make funds available to all European states to rebuild their economies. Between 1948 and 1952 
$1300 was spent on this aid in Western Europe. The western zones of Germany benefitted hugely. At this 

time the German currency was replaced with the Deutschmark to bring an end to inflation. Stalin was 
horrified again and thought that these developments were a violation of the Yalta and Potsdam agreements. 

3. The Economic Minister (Ludwig Erhard) perused policies that encouraged research. Firms that invested in 
research could reclaim tax 

4. Demand from the Korean War for industrial equipment 
5. Moderate trade union movement which tended to avoid strikes and worked with governments and 

employers to solve problems in a mixed management model 
6. High rates of taxation were used to ensure that there was enough government income to afford social 

reforms and welfare provision of a high standard (benefits for the unemployed, sick, and young people and 
pensions for the old). From 1952 wealthier Germans were taxed at 50% and the money was used to build 2 

million new homes 
7. Set up of the ECSC – Monnet (leading French politician in 1950) proposed a plan for French and German 

co-production of coal, iron and steel. This would improve relations. The European Coal and Steel 
Community (ECSC) started in 1951 and by 1953 included France, West Germany, the Netherlands, 

Belgium, Luxemburg and Italy. It was an amazing success. By 1958 the trade in steel was 151% above 
1950 figures. The ECSC persuaded the six countries that a common market which reduced (and later 
eliminated) customs duties and brought about free movement of goods and labour was in everyone’s 

interests. The common market or EEC (European Economic Community, later known as the European 
Union) was formed by the Treaty of Rome in 1957 

 
There was a recession in 1967 but growth resumed in 1968 with government loans and an agreement with the unions 

to keep wages under control 

Why did people 
leave the German 

Democratic 
Republic in East 

Germany? 

1. Economy was weak - 1/3 of the population of West Germany - Industrial output was 20% of the west - Poor 
living and working conditions encouraged thousands of people to move to the west which made the 
shortage of skilled workers even worse – the border was closed by the East German government in 1952 
but thousands still escaped through Berlin – 182,000 left in 1952 - The USSR demanded reparations 

2. Ulbricht was the leader of East Germany and planned rapid industrialisation and the collectivisation of 
farming. Collectivisation led to food shortages and rationing. Consumer goods were not available and there 
were waiting lists 



 
History 

 
3. Repression – In June 1953 hundreds of thousands of workers went on strike, attacking Communist Party 

buildings and demanding free and secret elections. The Soviet Army was called in to restore order: many 
thousands were arrested. The secret police force – the stasi – was doubled to ensure a similar protest did 
not occur. The stasi employed IMs to spy on the people, by the 1980s 25% of the people were informants 
for the Stasi. Between 1951 and 1989 they placed political prisoners in the Hohenschonhausen prison on 
the outskirts of East Berlin where they were tortured 

4. Compared with other east European countries, East Germany had reasonable employment  and living 
standards, but they were a long way behind those of West Germany. Between 1949 and 1961 3.5 million 
East Germans moved west 

Describe the 
building of the 

Berlin wall 

By 1961 the East German government and the USSR decided they had to take action to prevent any more people 
leaving though Berlin. 

It was decided to construct a wall around East Berlin 
The 155km perimeter was quickly built by local workers and the East German army 

It was a massive stone wall, topped with barbed wire and gun positions 
A second barrier created a gap between the walls that was nicknamed the Death Strip 

Specially constructed crossing points – the most famous was Checkpoint Charlie where non-Germans could cross 
Friends and families were forced to live apart for decades 

900 people died trying to climb the wall in the years that followed, shot by East German border guards.  
Thousands more were arrested trying to escape 

Pete Lechter was a famous example of an attempted escape on the 17th August 1962. He climbed the barbed wire, was 
shot and fell into the Death Strip where he bled to death. 

Describe NATO 
and the Warsaw 

Pact 

In 1949 the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation was set up 
This was a military alliance of 11 nations, including the major western European states, the USA and Canada 

Agreed to assist each other if attacked 
USA wanted to West Germany to join as it was the front line in Western Europe from a communist attack – they joined 

in 1955 
New German army was created – Bundeswehr 

Manstein – one of Hitler’s leading generals – was let out of prison to supervise its creation 
Second largest army in NATO – ½ million soldiers in 1970s 

Soviet Union responded by creating a military alliance of communist states in Europe – Warsaw Pact 
This meant that East Germany was remilitarisesd 

Nationale Volksarmee – National People’s Army – established in 1956 
Both sides had nuclear weapons 

Describe how 
relationships 

between east and 
west improved 

Willy Brandt – Foreign minister from 1966 and Chancellor from 1969 
Ostpolitik 

1970 Moscow Treaty – non aggression agreement between West Germany and the USSR 
1970 Warsaw Treaty 

Brandt knelt in homage at the memorial to Polish Jews killed by Nazis in Warsaw ghetto 
1971 Berlin Accord with USSR – both sides accepted division of Berlin as permanent 

Basic Treaty in 1972 – between East and West Germany – increase trade and respect independence 

  
 

Cooperation and reconciliation by 1991 

Explain why 
communism 
collapsed in 

Eastern Europe 
and why the Cold 
War came to an 

end 

1. By the 1980s the USSR was struggling to maintain its global superpower status. It could no longer afford to 
keep up the nuclear arms race and very public failures of its technology, such as the sinking of the nuclear 

submarine K219 and the serious fire at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, made this clear to the world. The 
USSR also became booged down by a disastrous was in Afghanistan 

2. Gorbachev (leader of the Soviet Union from 1985) followed policies of perestroika (economic freedom) and 
glasnost (political freedom) which eased tensions between the east and west and relaxed the ban on other 
political parties in Eastern Europe. Polish and Hungarian governments changed into coalition governments 

where the communists were in a minority or non-existent.  
3. New Hungarian government opened up its borders to Austria in 1989 which dismantled the Iron Curtain. 

This meant people in East Germany could move west again. 12% put in applications to emigrate. 
4. New co-operation between USA and USSR. Treaties in 1987 and 1991 to reduce nuclear weapons. George 

H.W. Bush wanted Germany and other countries to have self-determination and Gorbachev was more 
interested in reforming the Soviet Union than supporting other communist governments 

Explain why the 
Berlin Wall fell and 

why Communist 
rule ended in East 

Germany 

1. Honecker (leader of East Germany) resisted the idea of reform and this led to widespread street protests. 
People thought that the May 1989 elections were rigged.  

2. Gorbachev’s reforms encouraged opposition in East Germany. Gorbachev announced that he would not 
order the Red Army to crush opposition in Eastern Europe and to save money he ordered all 200,000 Soviet 

troops in East Germany to withdraw back to the USSR. Without the threat of attack opposition groups 
sprung up such as the Protestant churches and the New Forum which wanted an honest conversation 

between people and government. New political parties were set up including East German Social 
Democratic party, Democratic Reawakening and Democracy Now. 

3. 9th October 1989 – large demonstrations against the government in Leipzig and Dresden. They wanted non-
violent political change. The Stasi did nothing which encouraged more demonstrations. Honecker was 

forced to resign and replaced by Krenz. Krenz asked for support from the USSR but they refused. 
4. 4th November 1989 – largest ever demonstration – 1 million people. On the 9th November – the government 

had no option – they opened its borders and allowed free travel. Thousands marched to the Berlin Wall and 
pulled it down. 

Describe the 
reunification of 

Germany 

Kohl (Chancellor of West Germany) led the reunification 
Huge loans were given to East Germany 

By March 1990, 300,000 East German had left for the west – at this rate of emigration the country would collapse 
anyway 

Gorbachev assured Kohl he would support reunification in return for loans to the USSR 
On 2nd October 19990 – Two Plus Four Talks – war time allies dropped any claims they had to Germany 

Germany became a complete federal democracy 
Currencies were merged – East German Mark could be exchanged for one West German Deutschmark despite market 

value only being a fraction 
August 1990 – treaty of unification 

Berlin was capital. Kohl was first chancellor 
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How successful was the government of Elizabeth I? 

Elizabeth’s 
coronation and 

popularity 

Crowned queen in Westminster Abbey on 15th January 1559 
Her coronation was popular and festivities ran over several days 

Elizabeth was educated and she spoke Greek, Latin, French and Italian 
She loved dancing, riding, music, needlework and archery 

Elizabeth realised the importance of projecting an image of royal mastery, power and high status 
She did this through royal portraits – showed her dressed in heavily jewelled dresses with rich furs. Nobles displayed 

these in their houses to show loyalty 
She also did this through royal progresses – touring the countryside and staying in the houses of nobles where she was 
entertained. She did this for ten weeks a year. It allowed her to be seen and also meant she could keep an eye on the 

people 

The Royal Court This was the centre of political power 
This consisted of her inner circle which included her ladies in waiting and chief advisors 

The Royal Court travelled with her on her royal progresses 
She kept the support of her ministries and officials through patronage – granting important positions in central or local 

government in return for support. This meant she kept control over ambitious nobles 
Factions developed between rival nobles as they attempted to win favour with the queen 

The most powerful rivalry was between William Cecil and Robert Dudley. Cecil was a moderate protestant who wanted 
to avoid costly foreign wars whilst Dudley was a puritan who was keen to get involved in wars on the continent 

The Privy Council 
and Councillors 

The Privy Council was a body of advisors and ministers appointed by Elizabeth to help her rule 
They were chosen from the nobles 

They met two or three times a week. Elizabeth did not normally attend the meetings and did not have to accept their 
advice 

They managed the day to day government and considered petitions from individuals 
William Cecil: Secretary of State and later Lord Treasurer 

Robert Dudley: Commander of the Army sent to the Netherlands – rumoured to be having an affair with Elizabeth 
Sir Christopher Hatton: Organised queen’s and later Lord Chancellor 

Sir Francis Walsingham: Headed secret service and controlled a network of spies to uncover plots against the queen 
Robert Devereux: Organised attacks against Spain and Ireland – executed for plotting against some of the queen’s 

councillors 
Robert Cecil: Son of William Cecil – took over Walsingham’s duties after his death 

Local government They ensured that her rule was respected and that order was maintained across the country 
Lord Lieutenant – Chief officer at local level – post was held by wealthy noble landowner – kept queen informed about 

what was happening in local area, controlled local militia and supervised Justices of the Peace. 
The sheriff – Concerned with legal affairs – appointed juries, delivered prisoners to court and supervised collection of 

taxes 
Justice of the Peace – Between 30 and 60 in each county – were wealthy gentlemen. Responsible for ensuring that law 

and order was maintained. Sat as magistrate in Quarter Session courts, organised parish constable, fixed prices and 
wages, gave out licences to enable the poor to beg, administered the Poor Law and oversaw maintenance of highways 

Parish constable – unpaid post held by tradesman or husbandsmen (farmers) for one year – general policing duties 
such as keeping an eye on taverns/inns and watching out for vagabonds (homeless unemployed people), administering 

punishments and placing criminals in the stocks or pillory and served as night watchmen (patrolling the streets and 
looked out for wrong doers) 

Overseer of the Poor Rate – collected the poor rate (local tax) and distributed the money to the most in need 

Parliament Only met when the queen called it and closed down when she commanded it 
Elizabeth called just ten parliaments and for 26 years there were  no sessions 

Made up of two bodies: 
House of Lords – non-elected body of 100 Lords, bishops and judges 

House of Commons – About 450 MPs elected by wealthy landowners – two from each county and two from each 
important town 

Elizabeth called parliament when she needed money (only parliament had the power to raise money through taxes), 
she needed to pass an Act of Parliament or she desired support and advice on important issues 

Freedom of 
speech 

Queen appointed the speaker of the House of Commons 
In theory MPs had the freedom to discuss whatever topics they wanted 

However the queen made it clear that some topics, such as her possible marriage, were not to be discussed 

Taxation and 
finance 

Tudor monarchs were expected to use their own finances (raised from rents and custom duties) to pay the costs of 
running the country 

On occasions, when they ran short of money, monarchs had to ask Parliament to grant funds from taxes 
Elizabeth’s reign was a period of high inflation, causing prices to rise 

Elizabeth needed more money for costly wars against Spain 
Cecil began a programme of cutting costs but parliament needed to be recalled periodically to release funds 

Local taxes rose sharply to help pay for increased poor relief 

 


